Choice of this term was prompted by analogy with its original usage, in which S was a set of potential-theoretic kernels.
The set S, viewed as a subset of the dual group of G, was restricted from the outset to be compact, and to satisfy the regularity conditions (a) and (fl) below. 
C(G, S) denote the collection of all ~ E C(G) with Z~ S.
(fi) Spectral synthesis is possible on S (i.e., C(G, S) is contained in the weak closure of the characters in S).
Under these hypotheses, a number of general results were proved regarding balayage, including the following, which establishes a connection with a class of problems in function theory.
THE OREM. Balayage is possible/or S and A i/and only i/there exists a constant K ( S, A) such that/or all q~ e C(G, S)
sup Iv(x) I <g(s, A) sup I (x) l. 
B. Interpolation. Interpolation was said to be possible for S and A if for every /E C(G)
there exists ~ E C(G, S) such that ~(x) =/(x), for x E A. This problem was introduced as a dual of the problem of balayage. Once again, after some preliminary general results, the discussion was specialized to the case that S is an interval of the real line, and the following solution was given.
THEOREM B. When S is a single interval o/the real line, interpolation is possible/or S and A i] and only i/A is uni/ormly discrete and D+(A) < measure (S)/2z.
Theorems A and B were proved by complex-variable methods.
These striking characterizations cannot be expected to persist when the interval S is replaced by a more complicated set, since arithmetic relations among the points of A then play an important role. Nevertheless, Beurling conjectured that the density condition of Theorem A remains necessary for balayage. One of the main objects of this paper is to establish that conjecture in R N.
We proceed by considering, in R N, L~ versions of the above problems. Thus with S a measurable set in R ~, we let B(S) denote the subspace of L~(R ~) consisting of those functions whose Fourier transform is supported on S, and let II/ll denote the L ~ norm of/.
We say that a subset A of R N is uniformly discrete if the distance between any two distinct points of A exceeds some positive quantity, which we term the separation of A. We call a uniformly discrete A a set o/sampling/or B(S) if there exists a constant K such that II111 ~<K for every I e S(S), and a set o/interpolation/or B(S) if, Corresponding to each square-summable Collection of complex numbers {az}x~A, there exists 1 E B(S) with /(2)=ax, 2EA; similar sets were considered in [1] and [6] under the names of "frames"
and "Riesz-Fischer sequences", respectively. For bounded S, the members of B(S) are restrictions to R N of certain entire functions of N complex variables. When S is a single interval in R 1, B(S) has been extensively studied, mainly by function-theoretic methods.
These methods largely fail already when S is replaced by the union of several intervals, and possess no counterparts at all in more than one dimension. Here we will connect sets of sampling and interpolation with an eigenvalue problem which is tractable independently of the dimension, and by exploiting the relationship will obtain information about each. With S an arbitrary bounded and measurable set in R ~, our conclusions will be somewhat less precise, in that the above bounds are replaced by asymptotic versions; nevertheless they will be sufficient to establish sharp density-measure theorems for sets of sampling or interpolation, and to prove Beurling's conjecture regarding balayage. They also show that sets of sampling for B(S) differ greatly from sets of uniqueness, whose density need bear no relation to the measure of S [2] .
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Preliminaries
Let R ~ be N-dimensional Euclidean space. We denote by x a point (xl, ..., XN) of R N and by dx the Lebesgue product measure dxl, ..., dxN. If S is a subset of R ~, 7 a point of R ~, and r a positive scalar, we denote by S +7 the translate of S by 7, i.e., the set of points of/ON of the form x+z with xES, and by rS the scaling of S by r, i.e., the set of points of R ~ of the form rx with xES. Let Henceforth we will use the term "set" to mean "measurable set". 
T-~ / = (2~)-~'2 f , fl(y) e ~-dy.
If P is a set in R N, we will denote by XP both the characteristic function of P, i.e., the function whose values are 1 on P and 0 elsewhere, and the operator in L2(R N) defined by x~/= zAx)/(x).
An eigenvalue problem
With Q and S two sets in R N, let O(Q) be the subspace of L2(R ~) consisting of those functions supported on Q, and B(S) be as previously defined. Let DQ and Bs denote the orthogonal projections of L2(R N) onto D(S) and B(Q), respectively; they are given explicitly by
In the following lemma we collect some elementary properties of the operator BzDQBs, which takes B(S) into itself. 
HDQ/II~/H/H 2, i/Ck is any k-dimensional subspace o/L~(RN). f ~B(S),f eClr
Proo/. Since projections are bounded by 1, self-adjoint, and idempotent,
so that BsDaBs is bounded by 1, self-adjoint, and positive. Using (1) and (2) 
Because the spectrum is real, DQBsDQ~CDQBzDQC where C denotes complex conjugation, and since C commutes with Z and C T C = T -I, by (1) and (2
) C D Q Bs D Q C -~ ga TZs T-1)Ca 9 Finally, T is unitary, so that ga TZs T-1ZQ"~ T-1)C~ TXs T-~Za T -~ B a D s B~.
Combining these, we conclude BsD~Bs,,~BaDsBa, proving (ii). By (1) and (2) the operator DaBsD a may be written explicitly as
where Tk coincides with gs(X). From (4) and a change of variable we obtain (i), and on further applying known results [5, p. 243-5 ] to this representation we find /,
establishing (iii), and 
If Cg~ ~(S), the requirement ]eCk of (7) implies ]=Bs/, thus as in (3) In view of (iii) it is natural to inquire how the values of 2k(S, Q) are distributed. A qualitative description, at least when S and Q are sufficiently regular, is that ~k(S, Q) is very close to 1, then very close to zero, the transition occurring in a relatively narrow range of k, centered at 2z~-Nm(S)m(Q). This fact, which we shall demonstrate more precisely, will play an important role in our argument.
Sets of sampling and interpolation
With a uniformly discrete set A we may associate a counting function n, defined on compact subsets I or R N as the number of points Of A contained in I. We proceed to establish a connection between the counting function of a set of sampling or interpolation and the behavior of certain of the eigenvalues introduced in the last section. We may perhaps account intuitively for this connection by viewing both the eigenvalues and the counting functions as describing the number of functions of ]~ (S) which are in a sense independent and well-concentrated on a given set.
LE~MA 2. Let S be a bounded set and A a set o/ sampling /or B(S), with separation d and counting ]unction n. Let I be any compact set, and I + be the set o] points whose distance to I is less than d/2. Then ~n(i+)(S, I)<~ < 1, where ~ depends on S and A but not on I. Pro@ We choose h(y) ELS(R N) so that h(y) vanishes for [y[' ~d/2 and its Fourier trans-
form Th satisfies [ Th I ~> 1 for x E S. Such a choice is possible since Fourier transforms of functions supported on lyl'<d/2 are uniformly dense in continuous functions on any bounded set. Given / E B(S) we form 
and by Schwarz's inequality applied to (8) For each ~EA, let q~x(x)E~(S) be the function whose value is I at ~ and 0 at every other point of A; these functions are linearly independent. As above, we construct ~va E B(S) so that
jp~v the ~ are likewise linearly independent. We let C be the subspace of B(S) spanned by the functions y~ for ~EA N 1-; the dimension of C is then n(I-). Now given/EC, we form the function g of (8), whence by definition of I-and (10),
But by (13), g is a linear combination of the ~, hence is in E(S), so combining (14), (12 Taken together, Lemmas 2 and 3 may be exploited in two ways. When applied to uniformly distributed sets A which are known to be sets of sampling or interpolation for B(S), they give bounds on certain eigenvalues of BsDzBs; some of these results were developed in [3] . With this information, they may in turn be used to compare the behavior of arbitrary sets of sampling or interpolation with that of known ones.
A special case

T~Eon~M 1. Let S be the union o/a finite number el intervals in R 1, and A be a set o/sampling/or ~( S). With I the unit interval centered at the origin, set n-(r) =min~ n~ n( r I + ~). Then n-(r) >~ (2xl)-lm(S) r --A log + r -B, where the constants A and B depend on S and A but not on r. Proo]. Let ~ be an interval of length r such that n-(r) =n(5). Since 5 is a single interval, n(~ +)~ n(5)+ 2, hence by Lemma 1 (i) and Lemma 2
~n(~)+~(S, rI) < ~n(~+)(S, 5) ~< 7 < 1,
with 7 independent of r.
Suppose S to consist of p disjoint intervals S 1 ..... S~; denoting by li the length of St, 
we have ~l~=m(S). By Lemma 1 (ii) and (i), ,~k(S, rI)=~k(rI, S)=2k(2x~I, 2~-1rS).
where 5 is independent of r, and [~] denotes the integer part of ~.
To be able to compare the indices of the eigenvalues appearing in (15) and (16), we require an estimate of the number of ~(S, rI) which are not near 1 or near 0. Accordingly, we consider
J(S, rI) =~2k(S, rI){1--~k(S, rI)}.
By Lemma 1 (iii) and (iv), (15) and (16) that 0 <0 <~k(S, rI)~<7 < 1, so that the contribution to J from each of these eigenyalues is at least ~ =min{~(1 -~), ~(1-7)} >O. Hence 
{[2~-lrm(S)] -2p -n(5) -2}~ ~< J(S, rI) <~ A'log
TH]~OR~M 2. Let S be the union o] a/inite number o/intervals in R 1, and A be a set o/ interpolation /or B(S). With I the unit interval centered at the origin, set n+(r)= max~ n,n(rI +T). Then n+(r) <~ (2xe)-~m(S) r + Alog+ r + B,
where the constants A and B depend on S and A but not on r.
Proo/. We let 5 be an interval of length r such that n+(r)=n (5) 
Upper and lower density
In R 1 we measured density of a uniformly discrete set A in terms of the functions
n~-+(r) = n+-(rI)
, with I the unit interval. In more than one dimension, the choice of I presents an additional element of freedom: corresponding to each I of measure 1 we could consider n+(rI) and n-(rI), defined as the largest and,smallest number of points of A to be found in a translate of rI, and, following Beurling, speak of upper and lower uniform densities of A,
Our first aim is to show that, under mild regularity conditions, these densities do not depend on I; this will entitle us to refer unambiguously to the upper and lower uniform densities of A, and to evaluate them by means of cubes. We remark that for integral k and any r, n+(krU)<<.kNn+(rU) and n-(krU)>1 kNn-(rU); it follows that the quantities ni(rU)r -N appearing in the definitions of D+(U, A) both have limits as r-*oo. We henceforth abbreviate these densities by D+(A). for sets of sampling and interpolation, respectively. For more general sets S we apply a process of approximation to obtain asymptotic versions of these bounds, which we express in terms of the upper and lower density. Let ~/be a translate of rU such that
The general case
n(ll) = n-(rU) = min, en~ n(rU +T).
By Lemma 1 (i) and Lemma 2,
with y independent of r. By Lemma 1 (ii) and (i), for all k,
Let A* be the lattice of points in R N all of whose coordinates are integers, and n* be the counting function of A*. Exactly as in R 1, A* is a set of sampling and interpolation for B(2~U), but we cannot obtain a serviceable lower bound for ,~k(S, rU) directly from 
The conjecture of Beurling
We may now establish Beurling's conjecture regarding the density of sets of balayage.
For this section, S will be assumed to be a compact set in R N, and to satisfy conditions 
TH~ OREM E. I/A0 is uni/ormly discrete and balayage is possible/or S and Ao, then Ao~ is a set o/ sampling /or B(S).
Since m(Sd)> m(S), the next result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3. 
